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UI Side Channel Snooping 
•  Scenario: Ann the Attacker works in a building 

across the street from Victor the Victim.  Late one 
night Ann can see Victor hard at work in his office, 
but can’t see his CRT display, just the glow of it on 
his face. 

•  Can Ann still somehow snoop on what Victor’s 
display is showing? 





CRT display is made up of 
an array of phosphor pixels 

640x480 (say) 



Electron gun sweeps across row 
of pixels, illuminating each that 
should be lit – one after the other 



When done with row, proceeds 
to next.  When done with screen, 
starts over. 



Thus, if image isn’t 
changing, each pixel is 
periodically illuminated at 
its own unique time 



Illumination is 
actually short-lived 
(100s of nsec). 



So if Ann can synchronize 
a high-precision clock with 
when the beam starts up 
here … 



Then by looking for changes 
in light level (flicker) 
matched with high-precision 
timing, she can tell whether 
say this pixel is on or off … 



… or for that matter, the 
values of all of the pixels  



Photomultiplier + high-precision timing + 
deconvolution to remove noise 







UI Side Channel Snooping 
•  Victor switches to an LCD display.  Any other ways 

Ann can still steal his display contents or his 
keystrokes? 

•  Cables from computer to screen & keyboard act as 
crude antennas! 
–  Broadcast weak RF signals corresponding to data 

streams (as does a CRT’s operation – “Tempest”) 
–  Even induce faint voltage fluctuations in power lines 

•  Keystrokes create sound 
–  Audio components unique per key 
–  Timing reflects key sequencing / touch typing patterns 

•  If language known, can employ spell-checking to clean up errors 
–  Can “listen” from a distance using laser + telescope! 













UI Side Channel Snooping 
•  Victor switches to an LCD display.  Any other ways 

Ann can still steal his display contents or his 
keystrokes? 

•  Cables from computer to screen & keyboard act as 
crude antennas! 
–  Broadcast weak RF signals corresponding to data streams 
–  Even induce faint voltage fluctuations in power lines 

•  Keystrokes create sound 
–  Audio components unique per key 
–  Timing reflects key sequencing / touch typing patterns 

•  If language known, can employ spell-checking to clean up errors 
–  Can listen w/ any convenient microphone (e.g, telephone!) 
–  Can “listen” from a distance using laser + telescope! 











Side Channels in Web Surfing 
•  Suppose Alice is surfing the web and all of her 

traffic is encrypted and running through an 
anonymizer 

•  Eve can observe the presence of Alice’s packets & 
their size, but can’t read their contents or ultimate 
destination 

•  How can Eve deduce that Alice is visiting FoxNews 
(say)?  





Eve “fingerprints” web sites based on 
the specific sizes of the items used to 
build them.  Looks for groups of 
ciphertext that total the same sizes. 



Side Channels in Web Surfing 
•  Suppose Alice is surfing the web and all of her 

traffic is encrypted and running through an 
anonymizer 

•  Eve can observe the presence of Alice’s packets & 
their size, but can’t read their contents or ultimate 
destination 

•  How can Eve deduce that Alice is visiting FoxNews 
(say)? 

•  What about inferring what terms Alice is searching 
on? 





102 chars. 125 chars. 107 chars. 

136 chars. 101 chars. 102 chars. 





void	  out(char	  *p,	  size_t	  n)	  
{	  

	  while	  (n	  >	  0)	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  send_to_output(*p);	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  p++;	  n-‐-‐;	  
	  	  	  	  	  }	  
}	  

Given the ability to trigger a fault (“glitch”) at any 
instruction, how would you induce this code to 
output something it shouldn’t? 



Optical Fault Induction Attacks 7

Fig. 3. Wentworth Labs MP-901 manual prober with Vivitar 550FD photoflash lamp
mounted on top

This shows how simple semi-invasive attack methods can be used for reverse
engineering a memory address map. The only limitation is that the flash does
not produce even and monochromatic light, so it is very difficult to control the
area where the spot of the light will be applied. This problem can be solved by
replacing the flash with a suitable laser.



Fault Attacks 
•  Smartcard stores your BART balance.  When you 

go through turnstile, turnstile sends “Debit account 
by $3.80” and smartcard replies “Done.” plus an 
AES-CMAC tag, using key K stored on smartcard. 

•  Suppose Mallory can zap any bit of the memory 
where K is stored, permanently clearing that bit of K.  
How can she recover the 128-bit AES key K? 



One Solution 
•  Answer: Observe M = “Done.”, T = CMACK(M).  

Now zap the last 127 bits; let K* be the resulting 
key.  Observe M = “Done.”, T* = CMACK*(M).  
Check whether T = T*.  Notice that we will have T = 
T* if and only if first bit of K is 0. 

•  Now do it again with a new smartcard to learn 
second bit of K, third bit, etc. 

•  Better attack: Zap the first bit, to learn K1. Zap the 
second bit (using the same smartcard), and you can 
learn K2.  Repeat.  You learn the entire key.  At the 
end, all bits of the key have been zapped to 0 and 
smartcard is useless; throw it away.  



Alternative Solution 
•  Answer: Zap the last 127 bits, to get K*.  Now there 

are only two possibilities for K*, since last 127 bits of 
K* are all zero.  Observe M = “Done.”, T = 
CMACK*(M) and try both possibilities for K*.  You 
learn K* and thus learn the first bit of K.  Now do 
this with 128 smartcards, to learn all 128 bits of K. 

•  Better attack: Zap the last bit, to get K1.  Observe 
M1, T1 = CMACK1(M1).  Zap the next-to-last bit, to 
get K2.  Observe M2, T2 = CMACK2(M).  Repeat 128 
times.  From M127, T127, we can learn first bit of K.  
From M126, T126, we learn next bit.  etc. 



Take-away on Side Channels 
•  Very challenging to identify all the ways that code 

might leak secrets. 

•  Defenses: prove that what attacker can observe 
does not depend upon anything secret (e.g., code 
is constant-time, etc.). 



Extra Material 



Information Leakage 
via Inducing Faults 

•  Suppose there’s a sealed black box that performs 
RSA decryption: 
–  X →        → Y       Y = Xd mod N  (N = pq) 

•  Attacker gets access to box, can play with it freely 
–  Knows N …. but not d, p or q 
–  Can repeatedly feed it X’s, observe corresponding Y’s 

•  Suppose for efficiency box computes Xd mod N 
using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) 
–  Number theory trick that’s faster than repeated 

exponentiation 
–  (Note, this is a common performance approach) 



Fault Attacks on RSA 
•  CRT works by first computing: 

– y1 = (X mod p)d mod (p-1) 
– y2 = (X mod q)d mod (q-1) 

•  Given that, CRT provides a cheap function f 
so that for Y = f(y1, y2) we have: 
– Y = y1 mod p; Y = y2 mod q 

•  … and that gives us our goal, Y = Xd mod N 
•  Suppose now attacker repeatedly feeds the 

same X into the box, observing resulting Y … 
– … but can induce the box to sometimes glitch  

(causes one computation step to work incorrectly) 



Fault Attacks on RSA 

•  Assume glitch induces a random fault 
•  Most likely it occurs during computation of 

either y1 = (X mod p)d mod (p-1) 
or y2 = (X mod q)d mod (q-1) 

•  Attacker tell glitch occurs since will observe 
box produce Y’ ≠ Y 

•  Suppose glitch occurs when computing y1 … 
•  Then Y’ is incorrect mod p … 

– … but correct mod q (since y2 okay) 



Fault Attacks on RSA 
•  Attacker has Y’ ≠ Y mod p, Y’ = Y mod q 

– Y-Y’ is a multiple of q but not p 
•  Attacker computes Z = gcd(Y-Y’, N)  (fast!) 
•  Z = ? 

– Well, must be either 1, p, q, or N  (since N = pq) 
– But Y-Y’ is a multiple of q, so it’s either q or N 
– But Y-Y’ is not a multiple of p, so it’s q 

•  Whoops! 
– Attacker just factored N! 

•  Fix? 
– Box could check that Ye mod N = X 


